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in: Call of Duty: World at War Tier 1 Benefits Edit Share for Equipment, See Bouncing Betty. Bouncing Betty x2 is Tier 1 per second in Call of Duty: World at War. This delight gives the player two pressures of activated anti-personnel mines that are installed in the ground. Mines are activated when an enemy player is in close proximity to
mines; Mine will rebound and blow up, killing or at least damaging any enemy players around it. The bouncing Betty mines have a 360-degree blast radius (unlike the clay mine Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare). The planted bouncing Betty has a glowing three-way pressure fuse on top of the open part of the mine. In the game editing
source Bouncing Betties are most often used to protect tactical positions from enemies, protecting laid bombs to sabotage and search and destroy the game modes, as well as to protect sniper positions, leaving the player free to focus on snipers. Using this shake can be effective even if one just runs and guns. Hide them in next to the
doors, at the bottom of the stairs/stairs, in the long grass, and water, so that the player can easily reach one or two kills that contribute to the lane. It is recommended that players do not wash the two Bettys next to each other, as this will only be useful if the opponent has a flak Jacket. Bouncing Betty is especially useful in objective games,
as players know where enemies will try to go. Bouncing Betties are often useful for snipers so they can extend their snipers to safety, although they can still be destroyed with explosives by enemies. One of the common tactics of fighting Betty is to throw a grenade at the flag that the player captures or the bomb the player disarms. The
grenade will be installed for any Betty or Satchel charge nearby. However, do not use Molotov for this tactic, they have a very small blast radius. Fireworks increase the damage of bouncing Betties. Some tactics for using Betty's bouncing include using it to cover a sniper spot, or Betty's airstrike. This is a good tactic to use on search and
destruction. A good strategy is to wait on a ledge overlooking the target, then when someone comes to plant or defuse, the player plants Betty by dropping it next to the planter/defuser. It's undetectable by the deminers before it's too late. Calls (edit the source of editing) Domino - Kill the enemy by setting a chain reaction of explosions.
Counter-Betty I-III - Kill enemies by shooting bouncing Betty. Bouncing Betty I-III - Kill enemies with a bouncing Betty. Multi-Mine - Kill 2 or more enemies with one mine. Back to the sender - kill the enemy by shooting your own mine. Oh No You Don't - Kill the enemy by shooting Bouncing Betty right after they land it. Coffin - Survive the
explosion from bouncing Betty. As? - Kill the enemy using the penetration of a bullet to shoot an explosive device through the wall. Little things (edit the source of editing) In a multiplayer game, the player can be killed by the enemy or dog setting settings their bouncing Betty beside them. Call of Duty: World at War Tier 1 Perks Community
is available in accordance with CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. For the ups and turns, see Bouncing Betty x2. Bouncing Betty is a mine featured in Call of Duty 3 (as Anti-Personnel Mines), Call of Duty: World at War, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2, Call of Duty: Black Ops, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3, Call of Duty Online, Call of
Duty: Black Ops II, Call of Duty: Black Ops: Declassified, Call of Duty: : Modern Warfare (2019) and Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War. Call of Duty 3 'edit source) Anti-Personnel Mine. Easily transportable anti-personnel denial munition. Once they are placed in the ground and covered, these mines will explode when the pressure is
applied to the detonator. The deadly blast radius is 30 meters. - In the description of the game Multiplayer (edit the source of editing) anti-personnel mine (or mine AP, as mentioned in the bonus material) appears only in the multiplayer. Anti-personnel mines are very effective against both infantry and vehicles, and have high spray
damage. They cannot be placed on hard surfaces such as wood flooring or concrete. Gallery edit source Anti-personnel mines first-personAdd photo in this gallery Call of Duty: World at War edit source Multiplayer edit source In Call of Duty: World at War, it is unlocked on multiplayer level 24. It is given to players using the bouncing Betty
X2 enrion. Bouncing Betties are not found in the campaign. They explode through all 360 degrees and are easier to hide because they are smaller and do not have red lasers. They also dig, even on hard surfaces. Only a glowing yellow rod will appear. Players often try to shoot a glowing rod that does not cause any damage; The base
should be hit for detonation. The bouncing Betties, once placed, remain until triggered, destroyed, or the player who sets them to re-spawn. They are caused by the proximity of enemy players - even in hardcore game modes, friendly players won't set them apart (although they'll hang friendly hardcore players if they explode). They can
see through walls, which can be a disadvantage, as an enemy safe on the other side of the wall can unwittingly cause them. Bouncing Betties can be destroyed by damaging the base with any gun or explosives. Bouncing Betties can be particularly useful in the field of denial, particularly to prevent flanking or to defend a goal. In search
and destruction they remain even after the player who put them dead, which makes them very useful for defending the site of the explosion before (defense) or after the bomb is laid (crime). A good strategy to use while on the ground is a weapon to put it Inside the door on the right or left, so the enemy can't see it unless they have a
bomb squad in a second. Becuase they explode so fast, players often do not have time to go inclined or sit down, which leads to Kills. Becuase of this, bouncing Betties often spam, easily leads to the disappointment of the opposing team at being killed over and over again by them. Related mines in future titles solve this problem by giving
the player time to go prone. The zombies (edited by editing) Bouncing Stakes are also found in the zombie maps of Verryukt, Shi No No and Der Riese and can be bought from the wall for 1000 points. The bets will come in handy at higher levels because of their high power, and they are often used to help a group of players camp out as
players who reboot can use them to protect themselves before the restart is complete. They recover after each round at a rate of two like grenades. Bouncing Betties do not appear in nacht der Untoten, except for the World War IOS version where they can be obtained through Mystery Box. In Verriuk, a player can buy bouncing bets from
a wall. One of the best tactics to use is to create a minefield consisting of several Betties in a narrow corridor and try to lure a group of zombies into it. This tactic works best when a player has an extra player helping them create a minefield. This tactic works until about round 16 when they have enough health to survive two bouncing
Betties, so the player must then start lying more minefields. In Shi No No No noma, Betts can be purchased in the Flogger yard on the outer wall of the first Mystery Box caviar. The player still only gets two per round, but they are perhaps more useful here because of the map design. A highly effective tactic in four huts is to plant one mine
at the entrance or behind it, and have a machine gunner stand on it. The mine should also be planted in every window, far enough away that they won't explode while the zombies are outside, but close enough to act as a no-goer if one gets through. In Der Riese, a player can buy Bouncing Betties on a Juggernog machine for 1000 points
and they get two per round. A good strategy is to leave the scanner and put the Betties by the window and ladder over Bowie's knife (as many players camp out there) to make a minefield. If a player has only one Betty and Max Ammo going, the player will get another one. This is especially useful during dog rounds, allowing the player to
quickly regain their defenses provided they are used before the next round. Note that this does not work if both Player Bet has been used. Gallery edit source Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 edit source In Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2, Bouncing Betties only make one appearance in the Loose Ends level campaign when a player enters
a minefield and is ambushed by the ultranationalists Makarov. In order not to killed by mines, you need to quickly go inclined to dodge the explosion. Gallery edited Bouncing Betty's Loose Ends Add a Photo to This Gallery Call of Duty: Black Ops 'Edit Source' Bouncing Betting is only available in Call of Duty: Black Ops in Remastering
Verr'ckt, Shi No Numa, and Der Riese, available by buying hardened or Prestige Edition, or via Rezurrection DLC. They stand, function, and look just like their world at war counterparts. However, in the third person, the placement of the animation is similar to the placement of claymores. Bouncing Betty gets increased damage with each
round. They are useful for covering the rear entrances to the position, making it much easier for the player to protect the place. Unlike World at War, Max Ammunition Power would top up as Betties if they were both placed. Gallery edit source Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 edit source Jumping Betty how to quickly deploy and useful in
different situations. Acting as the proximity of the mine, it shoots into the air and explodes when enemy movement crosses its surroundings. - Call of Duty ELITE Bouncing Stakes return to Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 as lethal equipment in multiplayer. Bouncing Betty is thrown, and will flash the green light for teammates, or red for
enemies. It uses the same model as Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 of loose ends missions. The multiplayer edit source Bouncing Stakes are unlocked on 2nd Lieutenant III (Level 37) in Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 in multiplayer mode. Unlike Claymore, Betty's bouncing explodes 360 degrees. Also, bouncing Betties is much more
discreet and harder to detect than the Claymores, as the flashing lights on them are perhaps less noticeable than the two bright red lasers protruding from Claymore. However, these advantages are balanced by the fact that bouncing Betties have a much smaller kill radius than their Claymore oncoming parts and take much longer to blow
up as the Betties need to bounce in the air before exploding. This gives enough time for opponents to avoid it by cutting a corner and proving almost useless against stalker Pro users as they pass by. Players can also avoid triggering bouncing Betty quickly will be prone, avoiding a bang in the process. The player can also sit down, but will
be badly injured; In fact, even a very small height will result in bouncing Betty killing a squatting player. Players can even completely avoid bouncing Betty, just be inclined and crawl past him. Despite the small kill radius, Betty's bouncing owner can be killed by their own bouncing Betty if the enemy summons him and the owner is within
his radius. Gallery edit source Call of Duty: Black Ops II edit source 1 mine mine with dangerous close 1 mine with danger Close Proximity mine, which launches into the air before detonation. avoid by crouching squats or prone. - Create-class description. Bouncing Betty appears in Call of Duty: Black Ops II. It functions just like Betty
Betty's bouncing Modern War 3. However, they are much more powerful in the Black Ops II, since their detonation time is very fast and their blast radius has been polished considerably. After patch 1.04 by 12/7/12 (for PS3 users), the hardware was significantly changed due to an increase in the period between the trigger and activation
by 200 milliseconds. If a player is at the same height as the enemy of Betty's bouncing when he/she causes him, you can avoid the explosion by squatting and not be inclined, unlike Modern Warfare 3. Compared to clay, Betty's bouncing is less reliable for protecting doorways and other choking points, but it can be thrown, while claymore
should be placed. This makes bouncing Betty useful for quick deployment as well as being able to throw him over obstacles, making it effective as an explosive trap should the player use it offensively. Gallery edit the source of Bouncing Betty on the groundAdd photo in this gallery Call of Duty: Black Ops: Declassified edit source The
proximity of a mine that shoots into the air and explodes when enemy traffic crosses its surroundings - description in the game. Bouncing Betties returns to Call of Duty: Black Ops: Declassified in multiplayer. They work the same way as in Modern Warfare 3 and Black Ops II, rotating, launching and breaking into the air when in contact
with the enemy. One difference compared to Modern Warfare 3 and Black Ops II's Bouncing Stakes is that in Black Ops: Declassified, you can't avoid being killed by them by going over the prone. As long as you are in the radius of bouncing Betties, it is an instant killing. Call of Duty: Ghosts (edited source editing) Bouncing Betting appear
in extinction mode. They can be found in search stilts or at level 2 or 4 of a team of explosives or random deliveries. Gallery edit source Bouncing Betty in Extinction.Add photo in this gallery Call of Duty: Heroes edit source Bouncing Betting appear in Call of Duty: Heroes. The player can build a maximum of four. Call of Duty Online (edited
by editing source) Bouncing Betties return to Call of Duty Online. Call of Duty: World War II edit source Deployable pressure activated mine, which lifts into the air before detonation. - Description of Bouncing Betty returns to Call of Duty: Wwii as S-Mine 44. A multiplayer edit source of Deadly Mine4 Meter Blast Radius Maximum 2
deployed at the time. - Additional information S-Mine occurs as its deadly equipment in World War II. It's deadly if hidden well, but can be dodged easily by a faster moving player (especially if the mine is on the ladder), or the damage can be mitigated by players using an armored division or squats/going prone. Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare Source of Editing) Lv. 43 (Master Gunnery Sergeant III) Is a pumped explosive that causes great damage to vehicles. - Description in the game. Bouncing Betty returns to Call of Duty: Modern Warfare as proximity of mine under deadly equipment Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War (edited by editing source) Throwable mine
explodes shortly after the enemy runs or drives on it. You can avoid squatting. Destroys any vehicle that works on it. - Description in the game. Bouncing Betty returns to Call of Duty: Cold War Black Ops as the proximity of the mine under the Field Upgrade equipment class. Trivia edit source Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 edit source
Model for bouncing Betty actually uses part of the World at War model in the center of it, except that there is no glowing yellow rod. A common edit source from the first person, the player keeps bouncing Betty with one hand; In the third person the player holds it with both hands. On the Wii version, while keeping the plant-ready bouncing
Betty in hand and moving, the player's hand model will be deformed depending on the direction of the player's movement. On the Wii, bouncing Betties have a few differences. These include: another HUD icon, instead of creating a class image, another killfeed icon, also resembling a class image, and different crosshairs, instead showing
a point (only when using Wii Remote and Nunchuk). Nunchuk). bouncing betty cod warzone. bouncing betty cod mw. bouncing betty cod ww2. borderlands 2 bouncing betty code
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